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The space-time dependence of two- and three-point functions of 
Scalar Conformal Primary Operators is fixed by conformal symmetry:

Here sits the
interesting data!

follows from {ΔJ} and {CIJK} and OPE



Solve# and plug in# …

# Well, it’s actually not that easy, and you probably don’t want to see the full form of the Y’s and their relations.



The goal—or rather the dream—would be to find:

Solve and plug in …
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(Slide taken from Maldacena’s talk at Strings ’98)



Bulk-to-boundary propagator

Poincare coordinates

Boundary condition

Bulk scalar field with mass



SYM:

SUGRA:

SYM @ λ=0 and SUGRA @ λ=∞ :

Non-renormalisation theorems (result is true for any λ)

(Graviton)

(5-form)

Supergravity (“Massless string modes”) ↔ Chiral Primary Operators

Chiral primary operator

Dual scalar field

SO(6) irrep



• Konishi operator ↔ First excited string level

• BMN operator ↔ nearly point-like string orbiting S5

• GKP operator ↔ Folded string spinning on AdS5

Massive string modes ↔ Unprotected operators

Semi-classical strings ↔ Operators with large charges/spin



The “trick” for computing {ΔJ} was to compute NOT DIRECTLY:

• Eigenvalues of the dilatation operator

• String energies in semi-classical quantization

but to compute:

because these computations can be re-phrased
in the language of integrable spin chains.



• BMN operators. Straightforward Feynman diagram computatioms.

Label Operators by Bethe roots. Free theory.
Combinatorics. Including Long-Long-Short.

• Recent data collection.

• Spin-chain approach. Integrability.

• Algebraic Bethe ansatz approach. 



Splitting of spinning strings in

Splitting of spinning strings in

Splitting of any string in

≠String amplitude Correlation function≠



≠

“Tunneling” or “Wick rotation”

String amplitude Correlation function≠

Holography in the BMN limit 

Two point correlator as tunneling amplitude

WKB:

Imaginary momentum ⇒ Wick rotate, or allow complex solutions



Convolution with wave-functions,

Legendre transformation to Routhian

Vertex operator insertions on world-sheet in conf. gauge

Vertex operators as boundary actions in LC gauge.
Virasoro constraints build in.

≠String amplitude Correlation function≠

, changes

Virasoro constraints ↔ Marginality condition

to



General structure:

Flat-space example:

AdS: Global ↔ Poincaré ↔ Embedding coordinates

Semiclassical vertex operators in AdS:

Def.: Marginal perturbation of string sigma model.

↔

↔



Hybrid formulation of String theory and Supergravity

Heavy-heavy-light activity: Spinning strings, Giant magnon, Giant graviton, Wilson loops, Winding, Finite-size, …

Two semiclassical strings + one massless/light string

Dilaton
CPO dual

Folded spinning string + CPO dual.

Also gauge theory.

Various combinations

Also

Various strings + Dilaton.



• Integrate out world-sheet metric components, which
are Lagrange multipliers for Virasoro constraints.

• Fix AdS-light-cone gauge

• Effective path integral for physical degrees of freedom

“World-sheet bulk action”

• Semiclassical vertex operators supply world-sheet boundary action

so that with



Consider the phase space action

Take the variation of the total action:

This yields the boundary action:

⇒ Bulk eq. of motion & Bdry conditions:

and add a “vertex operator” to either end of



Vertex operator:

specifies plane of rotation
e.g.

Saddle point solution:

if and only if and

Insertion point
in AdS

vector in



Saddle point solution of bulk and boundary action
is given by the combination of three geodesics

The bulk action evaluates again to zero on the classical solution.

The boundary action evaluates to

extremal

non-extremal intersection point
on the sphere



“It is easy to convince oneself that, for generic configurations
of three boundary points, there is no solution to these equations.”

“Now we have to find the saddle point w.r.t.    and   .
This is very difficult, if not impossible, to do explicitly.”

“I found it anyway!”

with etc.

Need to solve

where



The minimum of the boundary action is thus

This agrees with for

where etc.



• Quantum fluctuations

- τ-dependent redefinition of the fluctuations, then redefinition of τ

- Plane-wave action for fluctuations on each segment—incl. fermions

- Fluctuation expansion

• Circular winding string

- Vertex operators from and ,

although quite different, give same classical answer.

- AdS light-cone gauge particularly nice for semi-cl. quantization

- Now, contribution from world-sheet bulk and boundary action



Supergravity

Semi-classical Strings

Quantum String

Want to find the structure constants {CIJK},
or rather a neat method for computing them.


